This weekly email contains a few useful articles on Venezuela that contain bite-sized dose of the truth so that you can fight the disinformation in your own community, that so much of the media, including alternative media are putting out.

It is AfGJ's conviction that we in the US defend Venezuela's sovereignty and recognize that the Bolivarian Revolution has improved the lives of its citizens, led the movement toward Latin America integration, and is building participatory democracy structures that are an example for us in the US as well. -AfGJ staff

Venezuela Solidarity Delegation July 4-11, 2015
Venezuela, Uruguay Register Lowest Inequality in Latin America

An example for the US: study shows government intervention in the so-called “free market” reduces income inequality


Venezuela calls for a new Third World alliance to end imperialist domination: this is the 60th anniversary of the historic Bandung conference-


“In Venezuela the right to water is guaranteed; the need for access to water in Venezuela is covered, it is enshrined in our Constitution and President Nicolas Maduro defends those rights.”

Meanwhile in cities like Detroit and Baltimore the government is shutting off water to thousands. Detroit cut off water to 30,000 families and built a 1000 foot water slide and charged $15 to use it: New investments to bring water supply to 100% of the population.


Non-Aligned Countries Condemn Obama’s Executive
Order


NLG Calls on President Obama to Withdraw Executive Order Declaring Venezuela National Security Threat